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They grow like mushrooms on the walls

Inspired by the natural shapes of mushrooms, GUMELO hooks happily emerge 
from the walls and interact with the surroundings, capturing the light and reflecting 
the shadows. Highly nutritious, rich in form and texture, with thermal and acoustic 
properties, they are essential vitamins for well-being in any space. Besides practical 
and versatile, they are delicious to the eye. 

GUMELO comes in three sizes which, when combined, will leave the environment 
delicious. Let’s combine them with creativity to make every space delicious!
 



GUMELO / hanger

Designers: Hugo Silva and Joana Santos.
Materials: Composite dark cork, composite light cork and solid ash.
Finishings: Cork finished with colorless aqueous coating with properties of water 
repellency, oil, stains and dirt as well as high resistance to UV and aging. Wood 
finished with colorless matt varnish.
Size: W17.5xD17.5xH11 cm / W6.9xD6.9xH11 in (big size);  W12xD12xH10 cm / 
W4.7xD4.7xH3.4 in (medium size); W6xD6xH10 cm / W2.4xD2.4xH3.4 in (small size).

Description (summary): Inspired by the organic shapes of mushrooms, GUMELO 
hooks emerge from the walls and interact with the environment, absorbing light and 
playing with shadows. Besides practical and versatile, they are delicious to the eye. 
Highly nutritious, rich in form and texture, they are essential vitamins for well-being in 
any space. 
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Get more
Visit the ‘downloads’ section of 
our website to have access to high 
resolution images, press releases, 
price lists and full technical 
specifications.

Join us
Come and join us on Facebook, 
Twitter , Instagram or Pinterest. 
Simply search by damfurniture or 
damfurniturept and you 
will find us.
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